
Addison at the boarding house after asking Olivia to be her assistant

and transforming into the amazing ace

Color palette

Reference: The Water Diviner 



I love the idea of amazement and wonder from the audience as

addison performs. maybe after she shakes out her hair we see

a little girl and boy being inspired by her - a look of wonder in

their eyes.

The teal back light / blue in the shadows can be a really

beautiful look here.

Reference: Hugo Reference: 500 Days of Summer

Reference: Joker



I love this reference for simeon when addison

tries to get a job at the theater. 

even though the men are sitting they have all

the power.

Addison is fierce, talented, and a go-getter. she's also beautiful and simeon

notices her for that. in this moment though she tries to go for what she

wants all they notice is her pretty face. 

Reference: Water For Elephants

Reference: The Prestige



Reference: The Prestige

Reference: The PrestigeReference: The Greatest Showman 

On stage "the greatest ace" references. I love the

wide audience shot where we get the full stage

picture. bottom left we get a real sense of

addison as a "showman" and how she captivates

the audience. you can also still see the blues in

the shadows. bottom right is a good reference 

for olivia as the assistant.



i like the idea of understanding how addison doesn't

quite fit in at the boarding house. right now there's a

mention of olivia's mother disapproving and could kick

her out, maybe we briefly see a look of disapproval

from an actor playing the mother, so we feel the

tension in addison's life. in the cu shot below you feel

all of her pain and hope and i would love to do that

with addison.

Reference: Brooklyn

Reference: Brooklyn

Reference: Brooklyn



Reference: Portrait of a Lady on Fire

Reference: Portrait of a Lady on Fire

The shot below is a perfectly symmetrical view of the two women. 

We also have here blues in the highlights and shadows. I love this as a reference

for the scene with addison and olivia when olivia tells addison she's something

special. In the front view closeup we feel so much energy, love, care, and

potential attraction. it's very subtle and understated but it's there and i think

this works nicely for their dynamic. They are also plucky friends who have

each other's back and that is clear as well.

Reference: Brooklyn



Reference: Water For Elephants

Reference: The Prestige

Reference: The Prestige

Reference: Black Swan

These are a series of shots that work nicely for the final performance. The harsh

white spotlight illuminates the amazing ace in both act and triumph. 

I also love the idea of the spotlight flaring across her face in a close up.

this image of a lonely top hat on stage also struck me. 


